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n September 2012 the muchanticipated new home for the
Laurance S. Rockefeller Library
opened on the second floor of the
Institute’s Main Building.
The main reading room of the new library
has a procession of tall windows running
the entire width of the building, facing
south. That abundant light source is one
huge contrast with the old space, which
was lodged in the windowless center of
the Main Building’s third floor.
“We also now have all our collections
and all our staff in one space,” says
Library Director Lise Dyckman. “That
makes it easier for both students and
librarians to do their work.”
Along with the new space, the library
is using this beginning to try out an innovative way to
provide services.
“We’re experimenting with ‘roving reference,’”
Dyckman explains. “Rather than being tethered
to a desk, reference librarians are now moving
through the library, equipped with iPads, working
with students.” Dyckman sees this method as
being more in line with the Institute’s educational
philosophy. “Instead of the reference librarian
sitting in a position of authority behind a desk, the
librarian and the student now work side-by-side.
This creates a working relationship that’s not a
one-way transmission of knowledge. Our ability to

The new Laurance S. Rockefeller Library at CIIS

“We’re grateful to all the donors
who helped make this new
library a reality for the benefit of
generations of students to come.”

Major donors to the renovation
and relocation of the
Laurance S. Rockefeller Library
The Baumann Foundation
Richard and Laura Chasin
Ashok and Hansa Narasimhan
Rajendra Prasad
Nalini and Praveen Prasad
Renuka Prasad Relan and Arvind P. Relan
Ann and Kanwal Rekhi
The Haresh and Joan Shah Family Fund
Marion Rockefeller Weber
Anthony White and Daphne Crocker-White

work one-on-one to promote critical thinking is a
strength of CIIS.”
Another huge difference in the new library is the
amount of space for students to study, more than
double the old location. The library also includes two
collaborative work spaces with video-viewing capacity,
ideal for counseling students who are working together
on projects, another adaptation that is particularly well
suited to the Institute’s learning methodology.
The new library was made possible by the most
intensive capital campaign in the Institute’s recent
history. More than fifty donors contributed to the
project. Total gifts surpassed $700,000. “We’re
grateful to all the donors who helped make this
new library a reality for the benefit of generations of students to come,” says CIIS Director of
Development Dorotea Reyna. “With fundraising
for the new library successfully completed, we can
now turn our attention to the next exciting capital
project—the renovation of the first floor to include a
performance space and art gallery.”
The donations funded two important spaces in the
new library. One space is the Rajendra Prasad Family
Reading Area in Honor of Malti Prasad (1933–2002),
supported by family gifts of $100,000. Former CIIS
trustee Rajendra Prasad and his late wife Malti were
joint recipients of the Haridas and Bina Chaudhuri
Award for Distinguished Service (Continued on page 14)
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n our past issue, I wrote about the
mutually supportive relationship between
CIIS and San Francisco. Now I will be more
specific and report on the stunning changes in
our immediate neighborhood, South of Market
(SoMa). CIIS is currently surrounded by tall
cranes that are contributing to the construction
and renovation of office buildings and residential
towers. The office buildings will house the
convergence of technology companies such as
Twitter and Dolby in San Francisco. This convergence is transforming our neighborhood into
what the San Francisco Chronicle has dubbed
“Silicon Alley.” The towering condominiums and
apartments will be for the mixed-income residents who will be employed by these companies.
CIIS is now located in the midst of some of the
most innovative and leading-edge organizations
on the planet—corporations that pride themselves
on the diversity of their employees, community
relations, and corporate philanthropy. At CIIS, we
will continue to advance our academic programs
and counseling centers as well as Public Programs
& Performances; and in addition, we will provide
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Joseph L. Subbiondo

professional development and counseling services
to our new neighbors.
Now that we have completed the impressive
renovation of the Rockefeller Library on the
second floor of CIIS, we are planning the
renovation of the first floor. This floor will contain
a performance space, an art gallery, a café
bookstore, and various administrative offices
including Admissions, Development, and Public
Programs & Performances. With the amazing
emergence of the South of Market neighborhood,
and with CIIS positioned in the center of this
dramatic urban transformation, we hope to get
some help from our new friends.
Please let me know if you have ideas about
how to engage our new high-tech industry
neighbors at this critical phase in the history of
San Francisco and CIIS.

Joseph L. Subbiondo
President

CIIS Grads Earn Top Pass
Rates for MFT License
by Pauline Reif

CIIS

with. “The students’ evolving
master’s in
self-knowledge enhances their
counseling
interpersonal relationships,
psychology graduates taking the
and enables them to help
Behavioral Board of Sciences
themselves and each other
(BBS) exams for their Marriage
in moving through the rigors
and Family Therapy license
of their education, including
consistently place CIIS at the top
the BBS exams and their
of the list for pass rates in the
profession,” Tierney adds.
State of California. The Institute
The third guiding principle is
rates as number one for univerconcerned with closing the loop
sities in California having more
of theory and clinical experience.
than twenty students taking the
Faculty and CIIS-trained superexam, with 96 percent of CIIS
visors in the field collaborate in
students passing the test on
Steven Tierney
tying what happens in the student’s
their first attempt. CIIS is among
practicum back to their theoretical foundation. “We
the largest single-campus MFT training programs
work hard to make sure that our students not
in California, with approximately five hundred and
only hang onto the lessons learned in their
eighty students currently in attendance.
academic experience, but are also able to effec“These excellent results are reason to be proud,”
tively integrate those lessons into their practicum
says Steven Tierney, chair of the master’s in
within the community,” Tierney explains.
counseling psychology programs at CIIS and former
Tierney believes that efforts to integrate
president of the San Francisco Health Commission.
theory and clinical practice in the practicum
“The results reflect the quality of our curriculum,
are paying off not only in pass rate numbers,
faculty, alums, and students.” Tierney believes that
but also in the ways that CIIS students and
the Institute’s consistent success in licensing exams
graduates implement and practice their skills
is due to the primary guiding principles on which
in the community. Community Mental Health alum
CIIS builds the foundation.
John Prochnow exemplifies this dynamic. Prochnow
“The first guiding principle is to train students to be
wanted to work with homeless veterans. At the
the best clinicians that they can be, concentrating on
time there was no practicum that provided for this,
both theory and clinical practice from the beginning to
so Tierney supported him and worked with the
the end of their programs,” says Tierney.
placement office to create a practicum with Swords
The master’s in counseling psychology degree
to Ploughshares, a nonprofit organization in San
at CIIS consists of five concentrations: Community
Francisco that works with veterans. Prochnow
Mental Health, Drama Therapy, Expressive Arts
created an effective mental health service program
Therapy, Integral Counseling Psychology, and
for them that still exists today at the agency that he
Somatic Psychology. According to Tierney, “Each
continues to work for.
of these programs spends a great deal of time
Reverend Alvin Bernstine, another Community
putting together a curriculum built on a foundation
Mental Health alum, saw a significant need in his
of student learning objectives—what we want the
Oakland community for a substance abuse program
students to know, which includes an awareness at
that really worked. Using his life and pastoral
all times of what’s on the BBS exams.” This creates
experience in combination with what he’d learned
a strong foundation for working effectively with
in his classes and through his practicum, Bernstine
clients, as well as providing a theoretical base that
created a new program that continues to operate
prepares graduates to do well on the BBS exams.
effectively in his community.
Transformative personal experience provides the
The Clinic Without Walls is another example of the
second guiding principle, a value that aligns with
Institute’s successful implementation of engaged
the Institute’s integral educational philosophy.
theory and practice. A Community Mental Health
“People come to CIIS expecting a powerful personal
project, it operates in three of San Francisco’s public
experience,” says Tierney, “so we build the
housing communities: Valencia Gardens, Rich Sorro
curriculum and the clinical experience around that.”
Commons, and Nihonmachi Terrace, providing
As a result students become effective advocates for
services at the community
themselves, their careers, and the people they work
(Continued on page 14)
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“The results
reflect the quality
of our curriculum,
faculty, alums,
and students.”

Professor

Charlene Spretnak

retires

A

“Her teaching and
scholarship have
enriched the lives
of countless CIIS
students, faculty,
and staff.”

The Association for Study of Women
fter twenty years as a
and Mythology selected Professor
prominent member of
Spretnak as the 2012 recipient of its
the faculty in Women’s
Demeter Award in recognition of her
Spirituality and in Philosophy,
decades of visionary scholarship as a
Cosmology, and Consciousness
founding mother of feminist spirituality,
(PCC), Professor Charlene Spretnak
ecofeminism, and the Green Party. In
has announced her decision to retire.
2006, she was named by the United
“Her teaching and scholarship
Kingdom Department for Environment,
have enriched the lives of countless
Food and Rural Affairs as one of the One
CIIS students, faculty, and staff,” says
Hundred Eco-Heroes of All Time.
Academic Vice President Judie Wexler.
A strong and committed mentor,
“We’re grateful for her extraordinary
Charlene Spretnak
Charlene Spretnak has made
service, which included helping to
substantial contributions to CIIS students. Nancy
develop both the PCC program and the semi-distance
Ivey (WSE ’06) comments on Professor’s Spretnak’s
option in the Women’s Spirituality program. Charlene
advising of her dissertation: “Her wise and
Spretnak is a valued colleague whose dedication and
graceful summation centered the various threads
spirit will be missed.”
I was weaving into a coherent and transformative
Professor Spretnak’s writing and scholarship have
project. Then the wind was at my back and I could
contributed to the framing of the women’s spirituproceed through the rest of the work. I feel ineffable
ality, ecofeminist, and Green politics movements.
gratitude to Charlene for perceiving my intentions
Her groundbreaking books include: Green Politics:
and speaking them into being.”
The Global Promise, with Fritjof Capra (1984); The
In her retirement, Spretnak plans to enjoy life as a
Politics of Women’s Spirituality: Essays on the Rise
full-time writer and activist.
of Spiritual Power within the Feminist Movement,
editor (1982); and Lost Goddesses of Early Greece: A
Collection of Pre-Hellenic Myths (1978; 1981).

Minna Street Center Sold

CIIS
CIIS Minna Street Center

“We can begin to
see the exciting
potential that the
revitalized Mission
Building holds for
the Institute.”
4 || CIIS Today || Fall 2012

sold its Minna Street Center in spring
2012. Over the past ten years the building’s use evolved from housing three classrooms,
the Innerlight Bookstore, the Spiritual Emergence
Network (SEN), and the Bachelor of Arts Completion
program; to becoming the hub of offices directed
toward development and outreach.
The sale of the Minna Street Center became
possible when a large tenant occupying the majority
of the fifth floor of the Main Building on Mission
Street grew out of their space and needed to move
out. That vacancy provided enough room to move all
the CIIS advancement offices to that location. By
removing the dropped ceiling on the fifth floor of the
building at 1453 Mission Street, the Institute exposed
skylights and ceilings more than twenty-five feet tall
at their highest point. These skylights were original
to the building, once providing light to the sewing
floor of the swimsuit company that built the building

as a factory in 1912. The fifth floor of the Main
Building now houses academic offices, three popular
classrooms, and a variety of administrative units,
including Public Programs & Performances, the
Alumni and Travel Office, Development, and The Arts
at CIIS.
“The new space on the fifth floor has turned out
to be light and airy, a very desirable place to work,
built like many of the creative workspaces that are
becoming the hallmark of our area of town,” says
Jonathan Mills (EWP ’09), CIIS director of facilities and
operations. “It also gives us a chance to reintegrate
into the daily community at our Main Building the
important advancement functions of the Institute.
With the opening of the new library as the first phase
of the university’s master plan for renovations and
the move from the Minna Center, we can begin to
see the exciting potential that the revitalized Mission
Building holds for the Institute.”

Faculty profile:

Alka Arora
Chair, Women’s Spirituality

A

to grow in areas where it
lka Arora became
has always shown strength.
the chair of the CIIS
“One question that has been
program in Women’s
important in my own develSpirituality in fall 2011. She
opment and that I see in
comes from a new generation
many of our students is, how
of feminists, the “third wave”
do I reconcile the
that is continuing the work of
spiritual gems that
the women who founded the
I relate to in my
program.
own tradition with
“One thing I’m looking at as
that tradition’s
chair is how we build on the
problematic social
strengths of our foremothers’
structures? How do I
tradition, and also be
find a spiritual path
responsive to what is important
that affirms me as
for women today,” Arora says.
a woman and offers
An initiative she plans to
Alka Arora
me dignity and
pursue is to develop closer
empowerment?”
collaborative relationships with
Arora has faced this question along her own
nonprofit organizations that deal with women’s
journey. “My family is Hindu,” she recalls. “I’m a
issues. “We’d like to bring representatives of
first-generation Indian American. At a young age I
different organizations to speak to students about
was introduced to meditation and spiritual develwhat sorts of skills they’re looking for,” Arora
opment. I resonated with that quite strongly, but at
elaborates. “We also want to examine how we’re
the same time, I found myself bumping up against
fostering students’ professional development so
gender roles and patriarchy in the culture. I started
that we’re encouraging them to bring what they’re
to see similar contradictions in Western culture and
learning to the broader society.” Arora also wants
spirituality as well.”
to support students to grow as leaders. “The world
To explore these questions and others, Arora
is readier than it’s ever been before to honor the
did a PhD in women’s studies at the University of
wisdom and spirituality of women leaders and
Washington. Her dissertation research was on the
healers,” she notes, “and our students should
spiritual activism of young feminists in the Seattle
be actively involved in these conversations on a
area. “Women’s studies in much of secular academia
national and international level.”
hasn’t paid enough attention to women’s spiritual
Changes in society are bringing new issues to the
lives,” Arora explains. “When I interviewed these
program that enrich the academic discourse. “One
women activists, one of the things that consistently
of the new questions I hear now is how we think
came up was their spiritual purpose. Their connection
about gender fluidity,” Arora remarks. “We’re also
to the divine or to their own inner selves helped them
focused more on including lesbian, gay, bisexual,
maintain the ability to advocate for others.”
transgender, and queer issues into the discussion
While she was finishing her PhD, Arora
of women’s spirituality,” she adds. “Some are also
directed the women’s center at the University
asking if there is a space for men in a women’s
of California, Santa Barbara from 2008 to 2010.
spirituality movement. The divine feminine is not
“Near the end of my doctoral program,” Arora
just important to women.”
says, “I was feeling a little disillusioned with
Another feature of the program that Arora hopes
academia. I wanted more connection. I chose a
to continue is diversity. She credits the previous
position at UCSB that involved applied feminist
chair, Arisika Razak, with making important strides
advocacy work. It was a great leadership growth
in this area. “Feminism has always been a lot more
experience, but I really missed the intellectual
multicultural than its historical face,” Arora points
stimulation and teaching in a university. Being
out, “but now we’re especially careful to think about
at CIIS allows me to be in academia, but in a
how we might build alliances among women with
way that honors the spiritual impulse and is not
different backgrounds and needs.”
removed from people’s lives.”
She feels that the program is also continuing

“How do I reconcile the
spiritual gems that I
relate to in my own
tradition with that
tradition’s problematic
social structures?”
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The Arts at CIIS:

New exhibitions This Year

CIIS

“A sound sculpture
in the entryway
of the Main Building
engages passersby
to explore the
Institute and its
offerings.”

For more information on the
making of Patter Hellstrom’s Grief
Path, please snap the code below
or visit http://bit.ly/UalqsV.

Arts Curator Deirdre Visser has
programmed an ambitious series of exhibitions and art events for late 2012 and spring 2013,
bringing together striking works from several media.
“We commissioned a new work by the artist
Patter Hellstrom that now spans forty-eight feet
of the hallway on the third floor of the Main
Building,” Visser describes. “To work on this scale,
Hellstrom used brooms, old-fashioned wallpaper
brushes, and house paint. Her work references
many different schools of art, from abstract expressionism to Chinese brush painting.”
Hellstrom’s mural is entitled Grief Path. “In the
last four years, the artist has lost several people
close to her, including her father and brother-inlaw and a student she worked closely with,” Visser
explains. “The artwork is a mapping of the psychological, cognitive, and emotional dimensions of
grief through time.”
Visser has also been working to bring the
Institute’s permanent art collection more
into the public eye. This fall, The Arts at CIIS
is featuring an exhibition of artwork, part of
which was donated to the Institute by Frederic
Spiegelberg, who was the first president of the
American Academy of Asian Studies, the predecessor of CIIS. The work features stunning prints
and drawings, some of which were personally
inscribed by the artists to “Frederic and Rosalie”
(Spiegelberg and his wife). The artists include the
Austrian printmaker Ernst Wagner, Indian painter
Jamini Roy, and Bay Area artists John Anderson,
Frank Lobdell, and Walter Kuhlman. These works
are on view in the fourth floor hallway and other
locations in the Main Building.
The other part of the Institute’s permanent art
collection on display this academic year is the
CHROMA photography collection. CIIS is in the
midst of a publication and exhibition project that
will last several years to showcase the work of
artists of color who use photography. The CIIS
permanent collection in this area features work
by photographers such as Ali Dadgar, Maria
Adela Diaz, June Yong Lee, Megan Morgan, Oscar
Palacio, Bayeté Ross Smith, Wendel White, and
Suné Woods. Those works are currently on display
on the second floor of the Main Building. A sound
sculpture by Bayeté Ross Smith is also on display
in the entryway of the Main Building, engaging
passersby to explore the Institute and its offerings,
both artistic and academic.
CIIS is one of only a few institutions in the
country that has a commitment to promoting
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Artist Patter Hellstrom at work

pluralism in lens-based media by foregrounding
the work of artists of color working in photography.
Another prominent one is En Foco in New York
City. “In February and March 2013 we’re hosting
a selection from En Foco’s permanent collection,”
Visser announces. “Their collection reflects the
work of artists both nationally and internationally.”
Spring 2013 will also feature artist-in-residence
Taraneh Hemami. “Hemami is working on a fascinating project,” Visser says. “She’s making visible
the stories that grew out of the Iranian student
activist movement in the years before the Islamic
Revolution. That revolution actually rendered
invisible many other voices from the student activist
movement of the time.” The work that Hemami
generates will include collaborations with students
in the Anthropology and Social Change program,
and will later be shown at Southern Exposure, an
alternative arts space in the Mission District.
The Arts at CIIS will again cosponsor MENA
Experimental, a film series at ATA (Artists Television
Access) in the Mission, initiated by CIIS faculty
member Targol Mesbah. This annual series offers
new video work from the Middle East and North
Africa in late winter and early spring.
“I’m excited about this year’s offerings,” Visser
says. “We’ve got new work and old, experimental
and figurative—I think anyone who loves art will
enjoy this year’s events.”

Stars

Public Programs &
Performances Concert
Season Features

C IIS

from around
the World

Two of Iran’s greatest
Public
performers, Shahram and
Programs &
Hafez Nazeri, come to
Performances is following
San Francisco on March
its breakthrough year
1 to present The Rumi
with an even more vibrant
Symphony. The New York
selection of musical acts
Times has dubbed vocal
from many regions of
master Shahram Nazeri
the globe for its 2012–13
the “Persian Nightingale,”
season. Just months after
and the Christian Science
the San Francisco Chronicle
Monitor calls him “Iran’s
declared Public Programs
Pavarotti.” His recordings
& Performances “…a major
include the best-selling
Bay Area music presenter
album of Persian classical
Suzanne Vega, February 8, 2013
focusing on international
music ever. This concert
artists,” the organization
features Rumi’s poetry set
has announced a concert
to music.
season to top its previous
On March 21, tabla
offerings.
player Talvin Singh and
“We search far and wide
sitarist Niladri Kumar bring
for the best performers from
together the great tradiaround the world,” says
tions of Indian music with
Karim Baer, Public Programs
the sounds of electronica
& Performances director.
and zitar—the electric sitar.
“I think our audiences now
Much-loved Rumi transtrust that they will see a
lator Coleman Barks
great show at every one of
returns on April 20 to
our events.”
offer Rumi: The Lion of
Sweet Honey In The Rock®
Paris Combo, April 26, 2013
the Heart. Accompanied
returns to the Bay Area on
by cellist David Darling,
December 8 for Celebrating
percussionist Glen
the Holydays, featuring
Velez, and dancer/
music of many faiths of
storyteller Zuleikha,
the globe. The Fort Worth
this performance brings
Star Telegram declares,
to life the work of one
“This ensemble is the gold
of the world’s great
standard.”
mystical poets.
On February 8, 2013,
The Paris Combo
Suzanne Vega brings to the
celebrates world music
Bay Area songs from the
styles in the setting of
latest album in her Close-Up
chic Parisian cabaret on
series: Vol. 3: States of
April 26. Billboard calls
Being. The CD revisits some
John Santos, Día de los Muertos concert,
their
gypsy jazz-inspired
of Vega’s best-known songs
October 27, 2012
music “The coolest sounds
with new arrangements,
on either side of the Atlantic.”
spotlighting the intimate poetry of her lyrics.
The upcoming season’s concerts are held at
On February 16, Habib Koité and Eric Bibb present
venues in San Francisco and are easily accessible
Brothers in Bamako—On the Road between Mali and
by BART and/or MUNI.
Memphis. Habib Koité is a twentieth-century griot,
Subscription packages are available. Choose
one of the most influential voices of contemporary
from four different options and save 15 to 20
Africa. Eric Bibb, godson of the legendary Paul
percent on single tickets. Visit www.ciis.edu/tix for
Robeson, has established his own name in the new
more information or call 415.575.6175.
generation of bluesmen. Together Bibb and Koité
create a new transatlantic blues.
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“I think our
audiences now
trust that they
will see a great
show at every
one of our
events.”

New Scholarship Honors

Paul Herman
Vern Haddick
and

CIIS

“I’m excited
that the
original hopes
and vision for
ICP have been
actualized.”

the Institute’s largest since then, with
is creating a new
a current enrollment of more than
scholarship named
300 students. From the beginning,
for Paul Herman and Vern Haddick,
ICP had more applicants than could
founding faculty members of the
be accepted. Haddick remembers, “It
Integral Counseling Psychology
was really exciting to be present when
program. The scholarship will go
a change was taking place in certain
to one continuing student each
circles of American education.”
year in the master’s in counseling
Vern Haddick was one of the initial
psychology programs who demonfaculty members of ICP and taught in
strates an interest in working with
the program for several decades. He
the LGBT community. Students will be
also founded the library at CIIS, voluneligible in their second or third year.
teering to begin the collection before
Paul Herman studied with CIIS
Vern Haddick
there was a paid position there.
cofounder Haridas Chaudhuri, who
Herman and Haddick have been a couple for more
chaired Herman’s dissertation committee. When CIIS
than forty years, and their role in establishing an
began in 1968, Herman became became the teaching
LGBT presence in the early days of CIIS has also
assistant in Chaudhuri’s classes at the Institute.
been vital to the Institute’s development.
“Paul had the vision of creating a professionally
“I’m excited,” says Haddick, “and I’m sure Paul is
recognized program that would train therapists,
too, that the original hopes and vision for ICP have
incorporating knowledge and insights from both the
been actualized, and that Paul’s creation has been
East and the West,” recalls Haddick. “All his life Paul
of use to students over the past forty years; and has
has been interested in a multicultural view, rather
stimulated similar developments at other educathan an ethnocentric view. At the time there was
tional institutions.”
no model for a professional psychology program
that combined the outlook of Western science with
Eastern thought in a serious academic setting. So
To make a donation to the Paul Herman and Vern
Paul researched and designed a new curriculum.”
Haddick Scholarship Fund, please contact Dean
The program that Herman started in 1972,
of Alumni Richard Buggs at rbuggs@ciis.edu or
Integral Counseling Psychology (ICP), has been
415.575.6116.

Major Gift

From The California Wellness Foundation
Advances Diversity Scholarships

T

he California Wellness Foundation has given
CIIS a three-year grant totaling $180,000 for
the Community Mental Health Program. This
grant renews the California Wellness Foundation
Scholarship program, which was initiated in 2009
with a three-year grant of $210,000. The grant
will provide scholarships to students from underrepresented ethnic and racial communities who
are pursuing careers in community-based mental
health. The first grant supported a total of thirtyseven students of color in the Community Mental
Health program. This grant renewal will support an
additional twelve students of color in each of the
three grant years.
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Created in 1992 as a private independent
foundation, The California Wellness Foundation’s
mission is to improve the health of the people of
California by making grants for health promotion,
wellness education, and disease prevention.
“The California Wellness Foundation has as a
key goal,” says Professor Steven Tierney, chair of
the CIIS Community Mental Health program, “‘to
address the particular health needs of traditionally
underserved populations.’ At CIIS we share this
goal and a commitment to training mental health
professionals who can deliver the highest quality
services to these populations.”

Honor Roll
of Donors

Founder’s Circle
($20,000 or more)

Adobe Systems Inc. and Adobe Foundation
The Aetna Foundation
Anonymous
Beverly Prior Architects
The California Wellness Foundation*
City and County of San Francisco Department of Public
Health*
John Paul Lenney, MA (ICP) ’81 and Mary Lenney**
Lisa & John Pritzker Family Fund
Ashok and Hansa Narasimhan*
Arvind and Renuka Relan**
The Haresh and Joan Shah Family Fund
State of California Department of Mental Health
Tides Foundation

Benefactors
($10,000–$19,999)

Navin and Prahtibha Doshi
Elizabeth J. McCormack**
The MCJ Amelior Foundation
Nalanda International
Ann and Kanwal S. Rekhi*

Patrons
($5,000–$9,999)

Margy Boyd**
Helen and Rajnikant Desai*
Kal Krishnan Consulting Services, Inc.*
Rockefeller Financial Services, Inc.**
The Small Change Foundation*
Joseph L. Subbiondo**

President’s Circle
($2,500–$4,999)

Cultural Integration Fellowship**
Esalen Institute**
Frane Franicevic, PhD (EWP) ’88 and Janae Franicevic**
Latino Community Foundation
Leslie C. Meehan, PhD (PCC) ’10**
Meili Pinto, PhD (TLR) ’98 and Michael Pinto, PhD (ISD) ’96**
The San Francisco Foundation*
Technology Credit Union
Union Bank**
U.S. Bank
U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs

Partners
($1,000–$2,499)

Fran Bak and Al Brundage*
Barclay Investments, Inc.**
Jill Benioff, PsyD (CLN) ’07
Shankar and Kamlesh Bhattacharya**
Richard Buggs, PhD (CLN) ’96**
Keith Cich, MA (PCC) ’02**
Brendan Collins and Gail Sher*
Ernest Christian Klipstein Foundation
* Donor for three consecutive years

2011–2012

Ayame Flint*
Richard Giardina**
Diane Castiglioni Gribben, MA (EWP) ’90
Jack and Peggy Grove, PhD (WSE) ’99**
Suzanne Hanser Teperow and Alan Teperow*
Ingeniux
The Charles and Ann Johnson Foundation
Karen Justis
Lawrence Israel Family Foundation
Ginny S. Lin, PhD (PAR) ’09*
Melanie MacKerel
Tamar March**
Robert Matta, MA (ICP) ’00, PhD (EWP) ’04*
Ramakrishna Movva, PhD (TLR) ’02
Shipra C. Narruhn**
Magan and Marilyn Patel**
Rita Chaudhuri Pease and Terrence Pease**
Ricki Pollycove**
Dorotea Reyna**
San Francisco Honda
Brenda Sanders
Jane Seigel, MA (EXA) ’08
Prasad and Varsha Vepa**
Roxana Currie Wales, PhD (EWP) ’94*
Judie and Howard Wexler**
Anthony White and Daphne Crocker-White*

Associates
($500–$999)

Angela Alioto
Ruby Allen, PhD (EWP) ’01**
Fariba Bogzaran, MA (EWP) ’89, PhD (EWP) ’95,
and Daniel Deslauriers**
Irene E. Bradford, PhD (CLN) ’99
Ramen and Archana Chakrabarti**
Stuart Diamond*
Foundation for World Education, Inc.
Dwight A. Gaudet, DVM, MA (PCC) ’04**
Victor Goulet, MA (EWP) ’06
Indo American Chamber of Commerce**
Eahr Joan, MA (WSE) ’00*
Barbara Morrill*
Online Auto Insurance, LLC
Glenn Parry, MA (EWP) ’93, PhD (TLC) ’09 and Tomoko Parry*
Erica Peters, BA (BAC) ’02
Rainbow Grocery Cooperative, Inc.
Carol Schira, MA (ICP) ’95
Barbara Schlumberger, MA (ICP) ’94
and Jacques Schlumberger
Brian and Denise Swimme**
Mary Trouba, PhD (EWP) ’02
Harry Trueheart III and Karen Trueheart, MA (ICP) ’00**

Institute Circle
($250–$499)

Parminder Bajaj
Philip and Toni Brooks*
Janet Cragin
** Donor for five consecutive years
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Thank
You

For Your Support

As CIIS celebrates its forty-fourth
year, the Institute is pleased to
recognize all those members of
its extended community who
made gifts during the 2011–12
academic year. Numbering more
than 400, these generous donors
represent every segment of
the CIIS community, including
alumni, students, trustees,
faculty, staff, and friends; as well
as foundations, corporations,
businesses, and supporting
organizations.
Together these donors made more
than 575 gifts and contributed
nearly $1.17 million, another
wonderful year for giving at CIIS.
Donors supported a variety of
programs, including the library
relocation and renovation project,
scholarships, research, academic
and public programs, the
counseling centers, the arts, and
the Haridas and Bina Chaudhuri
Library Collection.
All gifts to CIIS, whatever their
size and purpose, are deeply
appreciated, since they contribute
to the Institute’s excellence and
expanding scope of influence. For
questions about the Honor Roll of
Donors, or to inquire about making
your own gift to CIIS, please
contact Dorotea Reyna, director of
development, at 415.575.6135 or
at dreyna@ciis.edu. Thank you for
your generous gifts!

Honor Roll
Institute Circle (cont’d)

Michael Danzansky, MA (PCC) ’09
Laurie Edwards, PsyD (CLN) ’06*
Abraham Guenther, MA (PDT) ’05
Michael S. Hebel, MA (PAR) ’06**
Meg Jordan, MA (WSE) ’96*
Mara Lynn Keller
Saundra L. Kiriluk and David P. Snyder
Benita Kline and Jim Ryan
Elizabeth Koffman, MA (HOT) ’01, PhD
(TLR) ’09
Eric J. Murphy, MA (SCA) ’98*
Lydia Nakashima Degarrod
David Nicol, MA (PCC) ’02, PhD (PCC)
’11
Joe Olivo, MA (SOM) ’07 and Jeff
Wiggins*
Other Avenues Food Store
Gary Raucher, MA (PDT) ’99*
Arisika Razak**
Vernice Solimar, PhD (EWP) ’86**
Howard Spector
Sri Aurobindo Sadhana Peetham
Richard Tarnas*
Vanessa Thomas
Debra Varner, (HOT) ’01

Advocates
($100–$249)

Anonymous
David Adams
Ade Adekunle
Thomas L. Armstrong PhD (EWP) ’87
and Barbara A. Turner, MA (ICP) ’87,
PhD (TLM) ’98
Philippa Barr
Manjul Batra
Joe Bavonese, PhD (CLN) ’89 and
Shirley Bavonese
Laurel Carangelo, MA (PDT) ’07
Rita Anne Casey, PhD (EWP) ’98
Ido Cohen
Peter Coukoulis, PhD (PSY) ’74*
Patrick F. Delahunt, MA (ICP) ’97*
Sandra Doyle
Adriana Duerr
Betsy Duerr, BA (BAC) ’00 and Robert
G. Duerr**
Daniel Ellenberg, PhD (COU) ’89
Sandy Emerson
Urusa Fahim, CT (ODT) ’00,
PhD (TLR) ’02
Laura E. Fannon, PsyD (CLN) ’07
Edie Farwell, MA (SCA) ’90
Francia Friendlich*
Janet Louise Gillis, PhD (PAR) ’08
Chip and Linda Goldstein,
CT (EXA) ’96*
Tricia Grame, PhD (WSE) ’01
Josh Gressel, MA (ICP) ’88, PhD (CLN)
’95 and Noga Gressel**
Douglas Grue

* Donor for three consecutive years
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Roma M. Hammel, PhD (TLR) ’00**
Renato Hortinela
IBM International Foundation
Jackson County Psychological Services
Margie Jamin, MA (ICP) ’92
Jean Johnson, PhD (EWP) ’78*
Connie A. Jones
Lori Jones, BA (BAC) ’00
Timothy Jones, BA (BIS) ’07
Esther Jacobs Kahn
Mi Young Kleine, BA (BIS) ’08
Mirka Knaster, PhD (PAR) ’04
Janet Lee
Patricia Lind-Kyle, MA (EWP) ’80
Nathan R. Lupo, MA (ICP) ’07
Karen L. Martin, MA (ICP) ’95
Don McCreary
Kay McNamara, MA (ICP) ’04
Richard C. Miller, PhD (CLN) ’89
Barbara M. Mitchell, MA (ICP) ’83,
PhD (COU) ’90
Reginald Pawle, MA (ICP) ’93,
PhD (EWP) ’03*
Janis Phelps
Allyson Purcell
Suzanne E. Quentin, MA (EXA) ’03
Jacque-Lynne Randich
Charles Michael Regets, PhD (CLN) ’90
and Ellen Termine
Marguerite Rigoglioso, MA (WSE) ’01,
PhD (HUM) ’08
Sheila Rubin, MA (PDT) ’96
Antonia Ruiz-Koffman
Stephen Sabin, PsyD (CLN) ’06*
Delana Schneider
Richard Schneider
Rita Sherma
Stuart Sovatsky, PhD (COU) ’84**
Kim Stiles, PhD (PCC) ’07
Tina Stromsted, PhD (TLR) ’00
Maurice Taylor, MA (ICP) ’90
and Joan McGee, MA (ICP) ’90
Peter Tjan, MA (EWP) ’98
Marg Tobias
Raymond C. Turpin III, PsyD (CLN) ’00
and K.H. Turpin
Leland and Lee Ling Van den Daele*
Deborah Voosen, MA (HOT) ’01 and
John Voosen
Karen Vournas
Charles Wilmoth*
Uncheedah Wilson, PhD (COU) ’89**
Scot Wocicki
Dina Zvenko

Friends
(Up to $99)

Pravin Agarwal, MA (EWP) ’84, PhD
(EWP) ’92
Bahman A.K. Shirazi, CT (ODT) ’87,
PhD (EWP) ’94*
Laurie Agrillo, BA (BAC) ’00
Brian Aho, MA (PDT) ’10
Michael Aho, MA (PDT) ’10

Sheila P. Albert, PhD (CLN) ’96
MaryAnna Alderete
Elizabeth Aldrich
Yosi Amran
Abigail S. Anderson, MA (PAR) ’94
Kim Noreen Anderson
Anonymous
Lauren Artress
Lisa Asken
Marie-Michele Atkinson
Michael D. Babel, MA (PCC) ’09
Robert Barnett
Sergio Baroni
Mehraban Bashi
Madhu Batheja, MA (ICP) ’93
Elizabeth Baum, MA (ICP) ’11
Lindsey Beaven, MA (EXA) ’06**
Mickey Becker
Ora Ben Barak
David T. Berger, MA (SOM) ’94
and Carol-Anne L. Wang
Karen A. Berg-Smith, CT (EXE) ’07
and Steven M. Berg-Smith*
Sherry Berman
Anabelle Berrios, MA (EWP) ’12
Kelly Berrit
Sandra Beyerle, PhD (CLN) ’97
and Thomas Beyerle**
Fae Bidgoli
Bi-Rite Market
Jessica Biskind, MA (SOM) ’05
Jais Booth
Christina L. Bozzini, MA (SOM) ’05
Beth Bremer, MA (SOM) ’02
Victoria Brill, BA (BAC) ’04, MA (ICP) ’07
Jacelyn Bronte
Kathleen Brown, MA (ODT) ’96, PhD
(TLC) ’08
Susanna Bustos, CT (EXE) ’06, PhD
(EWP) ’08
Kimberly Burke
Xavi Callahan
Abigail Caplin, MA (ICP) ’02
Marianna Caplan, MA (ICP) ’94
Jennifer Cappelletti
Jane Carlisle
Kate Carter
Eugene Cash, MA (ICP) ’90
Joyce Cassells, PhD (ISD) ’06
Beverly Chan, PhD (PAR) ’96
Christina Chan
Teresa Chesno
Elizabeth Clark
Eva Clark
Katie Clark
David Coates, MA (ICP) ’04
Tekla Cohn
Carol Cole
Cathy Coleman, PhD (EWP) ’91**
India Collins, PsyD (CLN) ’06
Irvin Collins
Daniel Comerford
Andrew Copperman, BA (BIS) ’08, MA
(ICP) ’11
Paul Cosulich, MA (ICP) ’12

** Donor for five consecutive years

Kiya Cote
Sharon Cox
Cecilia Crocker
Tomi Cunningham
Charles J. Dawes, MA (PAR) ’75, PhD
(PAR) ’77*
Frank De Luca, MA (ICP) ’94, PhD
(IWP) ’01*
Devi Dean
Theo Devine, MA (ICP) ’12
Karen Diggs
Earllynn Digiovine
Melissa Divaris, MA (ICP) ’06
Robert Doane
Frances Doughty
Maia Duerr, MA (SCA) ’96
Sandy Dulaney
Jacqueline Duncan
Ursula Duncan
Eugene Eden
Lisa Eden
Elaine Egidio
Iris Eisenlohr
Renee Emunah**
Jesse Estrin, MA (PCC) ’11
Reza Farhang
Bill Faust, CT (ODT) ’96*
David W. Fauvre, MA (ICP) ’97
Eric Feder, MA (IHL) ’03
Rhonda M. Felzmann, MA (ICP) ’96*
Tina Fields, PhD (EWP) ’01
Barbara Fillips, MA (ICP) ’90
Carol and Ira Fischer, MA (EWP) ’89**
Charles Flores, PhD (EWP) ’10
Elaine Flores
Yuko Franklin, PhD (EWP) ’93**
Donny Frate
Pam Gaffney
Maija Garcia, BA (BAC) ’03
Jessica Garfield-Kabbara, BA (BIS) ’10
Ann Marie Garlington
Thomas Garson
Dana Girard, PsyD (CLN) ’11
Rae Ann Goldberg, MA (EXA) ’00
Joanne Gozawa, CT (ODT) ’95, PhD
(TLR) ’00*
Mary Ann Gray
Will Green
Marshall Hagins
Laurette Hamilton, BA (BIS) ’11
Sima Hashemifar
Patrick Herms, MA (CMHW) ’12
Robert Henley, MA (ICP) ’83, PhD
(PSY) ’88
Eric Hieger, PsyD (CLN) ’06
Simon B. Hodson, MA (ICP) ’05
Madeleine Howenstine, BA (BIS) ’10,
MA (PCC) ’12
Maryann Hrichak, MA (SCA) ’90
Elena Hull, MA (EXA) ’04
Holly Hulst, MA (ICP) ’10
Lyn Hunstad
Elliott Isenberg, PhD (COU) ’83**
Brian Jackson, MA (EWP) ’99
Lee Jackson

Friends (cont’d)
Teresa Jackson
Toby Johnson, PhD (COU) ’78
Jana Jopson
Parnian Kaboli
Sheira A. Kahn, MA (EXA) ’99
Deborah Karp
Jim Kealey
Suraya Keating, MA (EXA) ’99
Sharon Kehoe, MA (EWP) ’90, PhD
(EWP) ’97
Stephen Kelly
Louis Kent
Sandy S. Kepler, MA (ICP) ’81
Sumedha M. Khanna, CT (IHL) ’96
and Steven G. Serdahely**
Dennis Kiley, MA (ICP) ’09
Mi Kyong Kim, MA (ICP) ’09
Jerrol Kimmel, MA (IHL) ’08
David D. King, MA (SCA) ’95*
Kelly Koh
Cheri Krause
Dennis Krause
Susan Kwock
Iain Little
Cristian Lotito
Judy MacLaren
Lorin Mallorie
Thomas Marconi, BA (BAC) ’97, MA
(PCC) ’99
Roger Marsden, MA (ICP) ’85, PhD
(CLN) ’01 and Susan WeissMarsden, MA (ICP) ’87
Charity Martin
Tracy McCoy
Michael McCue, MA (PAR) ’05
Teresa D. McGlashan, MA (ICP) ’03
Kathleen McPartland
Carol A. Michelson, MA (ICP) ’06
Serena Miller
Pierrette Montroy, BA (BAC) ’03
Annette Murphy
Marianne Murray, PhD (TLR) ’01
Lynda Najarian
Suzannah Neufeld
Carol Newhouse
Kate Nicol
Don and Ann Nix
Larry Norris, MA (EWP) ’11
Paul Norris
Sarah Noyes, MA (TLD) ’08
Antonio Nunez, PhD (EWP) ’88
and Zaida Nunez
Margaret O’Brien, O.P., PhD (TLC) ’99**
Kathleen O’Hara, MA (SOM) ’93
Jules Osborne
Nicholas A. Ottavio, MA (ODT) ’96, MA
(PAR) ’96
Sara Ouimette, MA (ICP) ’12
Bonita Ann Palmer, MA (ICP) ’93
Louise Pare, PhD (WSE) ’02
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Susan Peterson
Kasey Petteys, MA (EXA) ’05
Rebecca Polack, MA (EWP) ’05
* Donor for three consecutive years

Jacob A. Pollack, MA (IHL) ’06
Libby Pope
Kim Ragland, MA (ICP) ’87**
Elizabeth Rea, MA (EXA) ’08
Jeane Redsecker, PhD (TLR) ’03
and Diana Buchbinder**
Rev. Davanna Renee, BA (BAC) ’96
Cynthia Reynolds
Holly Roberts, PhD (PAR) ’05
Sergio Rodriguez-Castillo, MA (ICP) ’08
Sharon Roe, MA (ODT) ’99, MA (PAR) ’06
Daniel Rogan
Henrietta Rogell
Devorah Sacks, MA (SOM) ’05
Lilliana Saganich, BA (BIS) ’08
Bonnie Saland
Lucy Salter, MA (ICP) ’09
Sasa Samadhi
Heidi Saul
Johanna Schmid
Donna Schwarz, MA (ICP) ’91
Jules Sears
Pennie Sempell
Sonya Shah
Delia Shargel, MA (ICP) ’98
Michael Sheehy, MA (PAR) ’02, PhD
(PAR) ’07
Klaudeen A. Shemirani
Sarah Showalter, MA (IHL) ’11
Joel Siegal
Walter Sipe
Kerstin Sjoquist, BA (BIS) ’07, MA
(EWP) ’11
Edward Smith
Joyce Smith, PhD (COU)’89
Robin Smith, MA (ICP) ’86
Katrin Snow, MA (PCC) ’13
Kunal Sood, MA (ICP) ’10
Matthew L. Spalding, PsyD (CLN) ’08
Charlene Spretnak**
Maria Steinmann, MA (PDT) ’05
Iris Stevens
Nicole Stone
Evelyn Storto
Bharat Suri
Kirby Surprise, PsyD (CLN) ’07
David Swor, BA (BAC) ’05, MA (SOM) ’08
Gal-Amir Szekely, MA (ICP) ’09
Charley Taylor
George M. Taylor, MA (ICP) ’91 and
Debra C. Taylor*
Rosalind Taylor
Lynda Terry
Bruce W. Thompson, MA (PCC) ’05
and Mary Reynolds Thompson
Laurel Thompson
B. Debbie Tomek, BA (BIS) ’06
Susan Topf
Rosanne Torre
Trader Joe’s
Laurie Troyer, MA (ICP) ’94
Debbie Tullman
Marsha Underhill, MA (EWP) ’10
Catherine Valentine
Karolyn Van Putten, PhD (EWP) ’92

Blatca Varga
Gabriela Vidrio
Giovanna Helena Vitau, BA (BIS) ’06
Jan Vlahos
Randy Vogel
Susan Walsh
Keith W. Weaver, CT (IHL) ’97
Kerri Welch, MA (PCC) ’04, PhD (PCC) ’10
Marcia Wesley, PsyD (CLN) ’94*
Howard Whitehouse, PhD (EWP) ’05
Meagan Willan
Glen Williams, PhD (CLN) ’98*
Loretta Wilson
Pamela Wolter
Yana Womack, PhD (IND) ’04
Peggy Wrenn
Betty Wu
Kelly Yi
Kesha Young, MA (GES) ’02

Corporations
and Businesses
Adobe Systems Inc. and Adobe
Foundation
The Aetna Foundation
Barclay Investments, Inc.
Bi-Rite Market
IBM International Foundation
Ingeniux
Kal Krishnan Consulting Services, Inc.*
Online Auto Insurance, LLC
Other Avenues Food Store
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Rainbow Grocery Cooperative, Inc.
Rockefeller Financial Services**
San Francisco Honda
Technology Credit Union
Trader Joe’s
Union Bank**
U.S. Bank

Foundations
Anonymous
The California Wellness Foundation*
The Charles and Ann Johnson
Foundation
Ernest Christian Klipstein Foundation
Foundation for World Education, Inc.
Lawrence Israel Family Foundation
Lisa & John Pritzker Family Fund
MCJ Amelior Foundation
The San Francisco Foundation*
The Small Change Foundation*
Tides Foundation

Heritage Society
Fariba Bogzaran, MA (EWP) ’89, PhD
(EWP) ’95, and Daniel Deslauriers**
Margy Boyd**
Irene E. Bradford, PhD (CLN) ’99
Richard Buggs, PhD (CLN) ’96**
Helen and Rajnikant Desai*
The late Lillian Foote
Victor Nikeforos Goulet, MA (EWP) ’06

Tricia Anne Grame, PhD (WSE) ’01
Elliot Isenberg, Phd (COU) ’83*
Eahr Joan, MA (WSE) ’00*
Carl Marsak, MA (GES) ’03
The late Bruce Mazet
Ricki Pollycove**
Martha Radetsky, MA (ICP ’96
Steven Tierney

Supporting Organizations
City and County of San Francisco
Department of Public Health*
Cultural Integration Fellowship**
Esalen Institute**
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Indo American Chamber of
Commerce**
Jackson County Psychological
Services, P.A.
JustGive.org
Nalanda International
Sri Aurobindo Sadhana Peetham
State of California Department of
Mental Health
U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs

In Memoriam
A. Kelleen Nicholson Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Sandy Dulaney
Dennis Krause
Carol Ann Wang Endowed Scholarship
Fund
Meili Pinto, PhD (TLR) ’98 and Michael
Pinto, PhD (ISD) ’96**
Samuel Benjamin Hanser Memorial
Scholarship Fund
Suzanne Hanser Teperow and Alan
Teperow*

Lifetime Donors
$1,000,000 or more

City and County of San Francisco
Department of Public Health*
The late Bruce Mazet
The late Catherine A. Mazet
Robert Mazet Jr., MD
The late Laurance S. Rockefeller
$500,000–$999,999

Anonymous
Robert Barnhart
$250,000–$499,999

The Fetzer Institute
Elizabeth J. McCormack and the late
Jerome I. Aron**
State of California Department of
Mental Health

** Donor for five consecutive years
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Guide to

Degree
Abbreviations
BA
Bachelor of Arts
BAC	Bachelor of Arts Completion
CT
Certificate
MA
Master of Arts
MFA
Master of Fine Arts
PhD
Doctor of Philosophy
PsyD Doctor of Psychology

Guide to

Program
Abbreviations
BIS
Interdisciplinary Studies
CIA	Creative Inquiry, Interdisciplinary
Arts
CMHW Community Mental Health
CLN
Clinical Psychology
COU
Counseling
EWP	East-West Psychology
EXA	Expressive Arts Therapy
EXE	Expressive Arts Consulting
and Education
GES
Gender, Ecology, and Society
HOT	Human and Organizational
Transformation
ICP
Integral Counseling Psychology
IHL
Integrative Health Studies
IND
Individualized Studies
ISD
Integral Studies
IWP	Integral Counseling Psychology
and East-West Psychology
Joint Program
MAB
Business
ODT
Organizational Development
PAR
Philosophy and Religion
PCC	Philosophy, Cosmology and
Consciousness
PDT
Drama Therapy
PSY
Psychology
SAS
South Asian Studies
SCA
Social and Cultural Anthropology
SOM Somatic Psychology
TLC	Transformative Learning
and Change
TLD
Transformative Leadership
TLM	Learning and Change
in Human Systems
TLR
Transformative Learning
TSD
Transformative Studies
WRC
Writing and Consciousness
WSE
Women’s Spirituality

$100,000–$249,999

The Baumann Foundation
Ron and Sherry Auen Berger
The California Wellness Foundation*
Robert Graham, MA (PCC) ’99, and
Wendy Graham
The late Roxanne B. Lanier
Lisa and John Pritzker Family Fund
Michael Marsh
Leslie Meehan, PhD (PCC) ’10**
Arvind and Renuka Relan**
The San Francisco Foundation*
The Haresh and Joan Shah Family Fund
Pamela and David Smith

$50,000–$99,999

Anonymous
Judith Baker Brown, BA (BAC) ’96
Andre Carothers
The late Bina Chaudhuri**
Keith Cich, MA (PCC) ’02**
Helen and Rajnikant Desai*
Ernest Christian Klipstein Foundation
Judith Braber Kenney
Bokara Legendre/Tara Foundation
John Paul Lenney, MA (ICP) ’81 and

Mary Lenney**
David and Norma Lewis
Frederick F. Moon III/Surdna
Foundation
Rajendra Prasad**
Tony B. Rich
Rockefeller Financial Services**
Diana Lynn Stark, PhD (IND) ’06 and J.
Stuart Francis
Thomas Berry Foundation
Threshold Foundation
Union Bank**
Zeppelin and S.K. Wong

2012 CIIS

Board of Trustees
Michael Aho, Staff, CIIS
Peter Baumann, Founder, The Baumann Institute
Shankar Bhattacharya, Vice President,
Transmission for the Alberta Electric System
Operator
Margy Boyd, Owner, Margy Boyd Art Tours

Elizabeth McCormack, Associate, Rockefeller
Family & Associates
Ashok Narasimhan, Parallel Entrepreneur
Ricki Pollycove, MD OBGYN, California Pacific
Medical Center, Arvind Peter Relan, Chairman,
YouWeb, LLC

Keith Cich, Principal, Pacific Rim Capital

Sergio Rodriguez-Castillo, Assistant Professor,
Integral Counseling Psychology, CIIS

Fania E. Davis, JD, PhD, Executive Director,
Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth

Brenda M. Sanders, President, Brenda Sanders
& Associates

Lydia Nakashima Degarrod, Faculty of Critical
Studies and Diversity Studies, California
College of the Arts; Visual Artist and Cultural
Anthropologist

Joseph Subbiondo, President, CIIS

Helen Desai, Civic Leader

Prasad Vepa, Chair, Retired Executive
Daphne Crocker-White, Clinical Psychologist,
Writer

Stuart Diamond, President,
Empowered Media Corp.

Zeppelin Wong, Attorney at Law

Richard Giardina, Associate Provost (Ret.), San
Francisco State University

Officers

Kishore Kripalani, Owner, Gaylord India
Restaurants

Joseph L. Subbiondo, President

John Paul Lenney, Senior Vice President, ALEKS
Corporation

Ricki Pollycove , Vice Chair

Tamar March, Senior Fellow, Association of
American Colleges and Universities, Founder
and Director, The Arden Institute

* Donor for three consecutive years
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Tides Foundation
Marion R. Weber/The Flow Fund

Prasad Vepa, Chair
Keith Cich, Vice Chair and Treasurer
Judie Wexler, Secretary, Academic Vice
President and Dean of Faculty, CIIS

** Donor for five consecutive years

New Expanding the Circle Institute

Gets Rave Reviews

F

setting about being Christianrom June 19 to 21, 2012,
identified. Talking about that
CIIS Public Programs
in a safe space was liberating
& Performances held a
for me.”
summer institute on the topic of
Rocco “Chip” Capraro,
“Expanding the Circle: Creating
associate dean for academic
an Inclusive Environment in
and student affairs at Hobart
Higher Education for LGBTQ
and William Smith Colleges
Students and Studies.”
in Upstate New York, came
The previous two years
Kelly Kelly
back to Expanding the
CIIS had hosted a successful
Circle to gather new ideas.
national conference on this
“I attended last year, which
same theme, attracting
was fantastic,” he says. “I’m
hundreds of participants each
knowledgeable in the field,
time. This year’s event was on a
but I felt I wanted to revisit
smaller scale, but participants
curriculum issues. The all-day
praised the new format, where
format allowed for sustained
many workshops lasted all day.
discussion.”
“We had more in-depth
Ronald Scott, associate
conversations this year,” says
Ronald Scott
vice president for institutional
Susan Stryker, professor and
diversity at Miami University
director of the Institute of LGBT
of Ohio, also found value in
Studies at University of Arizona,
the workshops: “I appreciated
and a presenter at this year’s
the exploration of issues from
event. “What I appreciated
all points of view,” he sums
is the mix of people taking
up. “I came away with ideas
the workshop, everyone from
about how to build bridges
experts in the field to adminbetween groups. We grew to
istrators who want to educate
understand what the divisions
themselves. There was a lot of
Rocco “Chip” Capraro
are, why they’re there, and
wisdom in the room.”
how to overcome them.”
Kay Murnan of Ozarks
Dustin Smith, special
Technical Community College
events coordinator for
in Springfield, Missouri, found
CIIS Public Programs &
the workshops useful: “There
Performances, feels the
was such an open dialogue in
success of the 2012 institute
every group. This was a perfect
will pave the way for future
fit for what we need. I didn’t
efforts: “This year’s program
skip a single session. I was just
Dustin Smith and Susan Stryker
allowed CIIS to continue
100 percent in there, and I can’t
its national leadership in
wait to use what I’ve learned in
advancing LGBTQ issues
a variety of ways.”
across the academic
Kelly Kelly, a student at
spectrum, from the adminSan Francisco City College,
istration to the classroom to
volunteered at the summer
the campus quad. Ongoing
institute to be able to attend
support provided by our
the workshops. She was
partnering organizations and
particularly enthusiastic
the Small Change Foundation
about the workshop led by
Kay Murnan
enabled us to organize a great
Reverend Jamie Washington on
faculty roster of distinguished colleagues from
“The ‘Fundamentals’ of Engaging the Intersections
across the country. We’re hopeful that the success
of Christianity and LGBTQ Experiences in the
of our Expanding the Circle programs will lead
Classroom and Beyond.” “It was an amazing
to deeper academic engagement and curriculum
workshop,” she enthuses. “I’m trans-identified, but
offerings at CIIS as well.”
for the first time I came out of the closet in a queer
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save the

date
Expanding
the Circle

2013

June 24–27

“I can’t wait
to use what
I’ve learned.”

Brenda Sanders
Joins Board of Trustees

M

“Recent research
has demonstrated
that we can change
brain structure, and
as a consequence,
brain function,
through practices
such as meditation
in as little as twenty
minutes a day for
six weeks.”

arine biologist Brenda Sanders, PhD,
has been elected to the CIIS board of
trustees. Sanders, a former professor of
biological sciences, is an environmental consultant
who studies how organisms react to changes in their
environment by changing the way they function at
the molecular level.
“As an academic scientist,” Sanders says, “I was
a scientific materialist comfortable with the notion
that the physical world is all there is. That was
until a spontaneous spiritual awakening and direct
experience of unity consciousness fundamentally
altered my understanding of reality. When I started
researching who was approaching spirituality from a
rational basis, I found out about CIIS.”
Sanders brings to the board of trustees her
excitement about the potential for CIIS to play a part
in an exciting new area of research at the interface
of science and theology that explores how practices
such as meditation, mindfulness, and yoga change
your brain to reduce stress and anxiety, and even
slow the aging process. “Not so many years ago,
we believed that the human brain reached its peak
potential in our twenties,” Sanders elaborates. “Now
we know that the brain is exquisitely sensitive to our
thoughts and our behavior and continues to change
and adapt throughout our lifetimes in ways that alter
our values and the way we perceive reality. Recent
research has demonstrated that we can change brain

New Library Opens
(Continued from page 1) in 2004. The Robert
McDermott Reading Area is named in honor of
CIIS President Emeritus and Professor Robert
McDermott, who served as president from 1990
to 1999.
The new library also includes special collections of books on specific topics, including
the Baumann Foundation Collection, which
focuses on consciousness; the Haridas and
Bina Chaudhuri Collection, which centers
on Indic philosophy from the ancients to Sri
Aurobindo; and the Ricki Pollycove Collection,
which concentrates on integrative health.
“We’ll also have a display case in the new
library where we can exhibit some of the gems,”
says Dyckman. The library’s rarest items include
the personal library of Alan Watts; the papers of
Haridas Chaudhuri; and a complete collection
of the ninety-seven-volume Chinese Buddhist
Canon, printed in the 1930s.
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Bremda Samders

structure, and as a consequence, brain function,
through practices such as meditation in as little
as twenty minutes a day for six weeks. Talk about
knowledge being power!”
Sanders sees CIIS as well positioned to be a leader
in this new area of research. “I see this research as
exactly the type of interface between science and
spirituality that CIIS does so well, a dynamic area
that CIIS can approach from its own perspective, with
academic rigor.”

CIIS Grads Earn Top Pass
Rates for MFT License
(Continued from page 3) level right where people live.
Clients don’t have to go out to find services—the
services are in their building. This structure offers
student interns a chance to work in a practicum at
the grass roots level in a non-traditional mental
health service environment that’s being created,
designed, and tested with supervision and support
at CIIS.
“The high pass rates for CIIS graduates consistently validate the effectiveness of the master’s
in counseling psychology programs,” Tierney
concludes. “CIIS continues to train effective
clinicians, to offer a personal and transformative
experience, and to integrate clinical and theoretical
knowledge for the benefit of our students and the
communities they serve.”

Symposium on
Integral Consciousness
Showcases CIIS Research

T

Hilary Anderson, former
he fourth annual Founders
professor, dean, and a
Symposium on Integral
founding board
Consciousness was held at
member of CIIS, spoke
CIIS on May 4, 2012. The all-day
on “CIIS—School of
conference featured speakers on
Destiny.” Anderson,
a variety of topics that ranged
who declared “I was
from global peace to the problem
in the first stage of
of evil in integral philosophy.
the rocket,” recalled
The annual conference is held
studying with CIIS
in celebration of the Institute’s
founder Haridas
cofounders, Haridas and Bina
Chaudhuri, in a
Chaudhuri.
class of only ten or fifteen
President Joseph L.
students in the early days
Subbiondo opened the
of the American Academy
Symposium by making a strong
of Asian Studies. Anderson
case for the idea that CIIS was
stressed that CIIS has always
started with the issue of global
Bahman Shirazi
done well by steering its own
peace as a major focus. Subbiondo
course, resisting offers to be absorbed by larger
reminded the audience that the forerunner of
institutions. “We always have to build in the idea of
CIIS, the American Academy of Asian Studies, was
integrity,” Anderson maintained, “because that’s
created in 1951 by businessman Louis Gainsborough
our significance.”
in the wake of World War II, and at a time when the
Professor Jim Ryan took on the challenging theme of
United States was fighting in Korea: “Gainsborough
“Reconciling the Irreconcilable: Facing the Problems of
founded the Academy because he was convinced
‘Integral’ Theory and Practice,” an effort to understand
that in order to have peace in the world, the East
evil in the framework of nondualism. Ryan advocated
and the West needed to understand and appreciate
a holistic perspective while warning against a refusal
each other. In the 1950s, the notion of peaceto see complexity: “Unity and diversity are two sides
building education was both a forward-thinking
of the same coin,” he said. “If you get blissed out on
concept as well as a courageous act.”
oneness, you’ve missed the boat.”
To achieve peace, Subbiondo went on to
This year’s symposium for the first time featured
recommend two goals: personal transformation
a session on “Mystical Teachings and Contemplative
and social transformation. He cited several
Practices in Judaism, Christianity and Islam,”
examples of how CIIS is working today to realize
featuring Ellen Arife Hammerle, Charles Burack, and
those goals, including the recently established
Thomas Cattoi, and moderated by Brendan Collins.
Clinic Without Walls, which provides counseling
The symposium also featured two events related
onsite to residents of public housing, and the
to films, including a screening of Brian Swimme’s
interreligious dialogue that CIIS promotes through
movie Journey of the Universe, and a discussion
its academic programs and through its Public
of CIIS alum Alan Baiss’s film-in-progress,
Programs & Performances division.
Conscious. Baiss also produced the films Integral
Other keynote speakers included Robert
Consciousness, and Conversations with Bina, the
McDermott, former CIIS president and current
latter based on interviews with CIIS cofounder Bina
professor and chair of Philosophy, Cosmology,
Chaudhuri. Baiss’s new film features conversations
and Consciousness. McDermott spoke on the topic
with a number of figures with strong ties to CIIS,
“From the Bhagavad Gita to CIIS, by Way of Sri
including Michael Murphy, Brian Swimme, Sean
Aurobindo and Haridas Chaudhuri.” In his talk,
Kelly, Brant Cortright, and Fariba Bogzaran. For more
McDermott traced the roots of integral yoga from the
information about Conscious, please visit www.
earliest texts of Hinduism through its more recent
integralinspirations.com.
exponents, concluding that, “Consciousness is the
agency of the transformation of the material.”

“Consciousness is
the agency of the
transformation of
the material.”
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To read talks from past CIIS
symposia, please see these
publications, some of which
are available online:
2011 Symposium papers:
Integral Review, Volume 8, No. 1:
http://integral-review.org/current_
issue/index.asp
2010 Symposium papers:
Integral Review, Volume 7, No. 1:
http://integral-review.org/back_
issues/backissue13_Vol7No1_CIIS/
index.asp
2009 Symposium papers:
ReVision, Volume 31, No. 1:
Available at CIIS bookstore or online
via subscription for the general
public. Faculty, staff, and current
students can access free online
copies of ReVision. Go to CIIS Library
website (http://library.ciis.edu/),
Click on the “CIIS Journals” link and
follow the link to CIIS Journals. Click
on the “R” section for ReVision.

Student Profile:

Luis Aroche
Bachelor of Arts
Completion Program

L

This fall, CIIS added two colorful
banners to the outside of the Main
Building. The signs, designed by
CIIS Creative Services Manager
Lisa Zamarin, feature the Institute’s
name, logo, and Sri Yantra symbol.

uis Aroche
details. “The goal of this
is part of the
program is to create opporfirst group of
tunities for offenders—ones
Moscone Scholars to
who are not a danger—to
attend CIIS. The Institute
change their lives, by
began the Moscone
paroling them while
Scholars program to
providing needed
provide scholarships
services such as job
to public employees of
training, substance-abuse
the City of San Francisco
treatment, transitional
who wish to finish
housing, and education.”
their BA degrees. The
Aroche had been
scholarships are named
working towards a
in honor of George R.
bachelor’s degree at San
Moscone (1929–1978),
Francisco State University,
who served as mayor
where he was on the honor
of San Francisco and as
roll with a high GPA, but he
majority leader of the
found it hard to schedule
California State Senate.
classes at State that fit
Moscone was assassiwith his full-time work.
Luis Aroche
nated at the same time
Aroche’s path to
as Harvey Milk.
becoming an honor student
“The Moscone Scholarships are a wonderful way
was not a smooth one. “I grew up in the Mission
to honor and remember a mayor and legislator who
District, one of eight children,” he recalls. “My father
made an enormous impact in his too-short life,”
worked as a security guard, and my mother was
says CIIS President Joseph L. Subbiondo.
a maid. I spent time as a gang member, and I had
Luis Aroche seems like a very appropriate
several brushes with the juvenile justice system.”
candidate for this program. He is the first alternative
Now that he’s at CIIS, Aroche finds the learning
sentencing planner to be hired by a district attorney
style appealing: “I like the way that the professor
in California, part of a new statewide plan to keep
and the students sit in a circle. It’s more of a group
low-risk offenders from being incarcerated with
that learns together. That model of education is
high-risk state prisoners.
more beneficial for me.”

“The Moscone Scholarships are a wonderful way
to honor and remember a mayor and legislator
who made an enormous impact in his too-short life.”
“It’s my job to screen cases that go before the
San Francisco district attorney’s office,” Aroche
explains, “to see if there are ways that alternative
sentencing can work in certain cases.” The program
is only used for inmates whose offenses fit the “the
three nons”—non-sex-offenders, nonviolent, and
non-serious crimes.
“San Francisco has the highest rate of recidivism
among inmates of any county in California,” Aroche
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The spiritual emphasis at CIIS also appeals to
Aroche. “I’m a santero, a priest in the African-based
Santería religion,” he says. “I also like the fundamental values of the founders of CIIS.”
“My job sometimes makes the world feel as if it’s
all concrete and bars,” Aroche observes. “I hope that
studying at CIIS will give me a different perspective,
one I can take back to my work place.”

Alumni Profile:

Fania E. Davis
“I

were damaged.” In further
grew up in Alabama
elucidating the concept
at the time of
in a recent article in
the civil rights
Tikkun magazine, Davis
movement,” recalls Fania
cites the Reverend Martin
Davis. “People called my
Luther King Jr.’s historic
neighborhood Dynamite
definition of justice as
Hill because there were so
“love correcting
many bombings of houses
that which revolts
that black families were
against love.”
moving into.”
One widely
Davis remembers one
known example of
bombing all too vividly:
restorative justice
“The single most important
took place in
event in my development
South Africa after
was that two of my
apartheid, when
childhood friends were
the Truth and
killed when a black church
Fania E. Davis
Reconciliation Commission
was bombed in Birmingham.”
heard testimony from both victims and perpetrators
Those early events shaped Davis’s life in many
of human rights violations, granting amnesty in a
ways. “The experience in Birmingham sent me on
select number of cases.
the path of a warrior for justice.” She got involved
“Restorative justice is a philosophical framework,
in political movements for many causes, including
a set of principles that invites a paradigm shift in the
civil rights, anti-war, feminism, anti-apartheid, and
way we think about and do justice, and in the way
economic justice.
we respond to wrongdoing.” Davis points out that
“I became a lawyer partly to be a more effective
the State of California pays approximately $250,000
political advocate, and partly when my sister, Angela
a year to incarcerate a youth in a state facility, but
Davis, went on trial for her life,” Fania Davis recounts.
that those prisons have a 90% recidivism rate. “Our
But the more she became a warrior for justice,
system replicates and reproduces harm,” Davis
the more Fania Davis felt she had to recover some
reasons. “Restorative justice seeks to interrupt this
equilibrium to sustain her commitments: “The anger
terrible and tragic cycle to create justice that heals.”
and bellicose stance you’re required to have to be a
Davis cites the recent example of a student in an
good trial lawyer was throwing me out of balance. I
Oakland public high school who had his head on his
was ready to do something completely different.”
desk. When his teacher repeatedly insisted he sit up
She heard her yoga teacher discussing CIIS, and
straight, he called her a bitch. The teacher threatened
Davis remembers telling herself, They believe in
to suspend the student. A facilitator from RJOY was
learning with the whole person, the heart, the mind,
called in to try to resolve the situation.
and the body. This might work. Davis applied to a PhD
“It turned out there was a backstory,” Davis
program at CIIS in Integral Studies with an emphasis
describes. “The student’s mother hadn’t been home
on Traditional Knowledge. As part of the program, she
for days, and he’d been taking care of a younger
traveled to West Africa and South Africa, where she
sibling, worried, not sleeping. The restorative justice
apprenticed herself to healers in several traditions.
facilitator brought together all the parties involved—
Not long after she finished her dissertation in
the teacher, the student, the student’s mother.” The
2003, Davis went to a conference where she learned
student agreed to do chores for the teacher to atone
about restorative justice. “I found out that the former
for the name-calling, the teacher promised to ask for
district attorney in Austin, Texas, had succeeded
information before disciplining in the future, and the
in significantly reducing the crime rate by using a
mother got connected to drug rehabilitation services.
healing rather than a punitive strategy.”
Several months later, the student is doing much better.
Since then, Davis has become a leading advocate
Recently Fania Davis was elected to the CIIS
for restorative justice, founding and becoming the
board of trustees. “I’m grateful to be named to the
executive director of Restorative Justice for Oakland
board,” Davis says. “It feels synchronistic. I’m also
Youth (RJOY) in 2005.
excited about the possibilities for collaborations
What is restorative justice? “Instead of responding
between RJOY and CIIS,” she continues, “particuto harm with more harm,” Davis explains, “restorlarly for CIIS students.”
ative justice seeks to heal the relationships that

“Restorative
justice seeks to
create justice
that heals.”
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Notes

Class
To send a class note, please email Dean of Alumni
Richard Buggs at rbuggs@ciis.edu. If you include a
digital photo, please send a high-resolution image.

John Prendergast (ICP ’80, CLN ’86) has been
an adjunct professor in the ICP program for over
two decades and also supervises trainees and
interns. He is senior editor of two anthologies
and cofounded the Conference on Nondual
Wisdom and Psychotherapy: www.listeningfromsilence.com. He is also the editor-in-chief
of Undivided: The Online Journal of Nonduality
and Psychology: www.undividedjournal.com.
Seth Farber (COU ’84) has published the
book The Spiritual Gift of Madness: The Failure
of Psychiatry and the Rise of the Mad Pride
Movement. This historical and philosophical
account of the mental patients’ liberation
movement is presented with a transpersonal
paradigm of madness and social change. Farber
integrates insights that he hopes will revolutionize the way professionals and scholars in
psychology understand “psychopathology”—and
spiritual transformation. www.sethHfarber.com

Thomas Armstrong
(EWP ’87) has written his
fourteenth book, The Power of
Neurodiversity: Unleashing the
Advantages of Your Differently
Wired Brain (DaCapo/Perseus).
He is presenting on this topic in Boston and the
Philippines. His current projects include a novel
and a book for special educators.

Greg Bogart (ICP ’88) is a faculty member in
the programs in Integral Counseling Psychology
and East-West Psychology at CIIS and has
recently published a new book entitled Planets
in Therapy. www.gregbogart.net

Cristina Olsen (PAR ’92)
has published Nature in the
Lives of Saints Brigit, Patrick
and Columba. Originally
completed as her dissertation,
it was recently acquired by an
international academic publisher. She works
in private practice as a coach and consultant.
www.cristinaolsen.com
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Tina Fields (EWP 01) has written a paper titled

Marianne Murray (ISD ’01)

“‘We Ain’t Got No Wildlife Here’: Transformative
Effects of a Contemplative Assignment in
Ecoliteracy.” Naropa University chose the paper
as one of three Green Papers to meet President
Obama’s 2012 campus challenge and features
the paper on their website.

divides her time between the
U.S. and the U.K. She is on
the faculty at the Academy for
the Love of Learning in Santa
Fe, New Mexico, where she
co-leads the core program: Leading by Being. In
the U.K. and Europe, she facilitates holotropic
breathwork, and is exploring the integration
of this and other experiential methodologies
within educational and mental health contexts.

Cynthia Morrow (ICP ’95, EXA CER ’95)
co-leads Mojave Wilderness Vision Fast:
Awakening the Inner Fire trips in California.
The eleven-day ceremony involves four days
of preparation, four days and nights of fasting
alone in a wilderness place, and three days of
incorporation. For information on the next trip:
cynthia@earthways.info.
Sandra Beyerle (CLN ’97) is
a licensed clinical psychologist
in private practice in San
Francisco and San Mateo.
Her specialization is Jungian
psychotherapy and she supervises psychological assistants
as well as medical students at UC San Francisco.
She is currently in training with the Rudolph
Steiner Mystery School.
Michael Grofe (SCA ’98)
specializes in Maya hieroglyphic
writing and archeoastronomy.
His research explores how
applied theoretical astronomy
is interwoven with mythological
narratives through Maya hieroglyphic inscription.
He leads field courses with the Maya Exploration
Center and teaches anthropology at American
River College, Sacramento City College, and
Santa Rosa Junior College.
Donna Jordan (PAR ’99) has written Sakti’s
Revolution: Origins and Historiography of Indic
Fierce Goddesses, published by Munshiram
Manoharlal, New Delhi. An elaboration of her
CIIS doctoral dissertation, the book chronicles
the historical evolution of Hindu and Buddhist
fierce, Kali-like goddesses and their devotees,
from the Indus Valley civilization, c. third
millennium BCE, to the present.

Milan Vodicka (ISD ’02)
presented his paper “Integral
Paradigm of Complexity—The
Role of Institutions” at the
International Conference in
Smolenice, Slovakia, in spring
2012. The conference was sponsored by Slovak
Academy of Sciences under the auspices of
the president of the Slovak Republic. Vodicka’s
dissertation on Organizational Transformation
in Business is published on Amazon Kindle.

Mari P. Ziolkowski (WS ’03)
has recently published a new
book called Fierce Shakti/Fierce
Love, based on her dissertation
work at CIIS. She has been
staff and adjunct faculty at the
Institute of Transpersonal Psychology since 2005.

Francesco Bellini (ACS ’04) received tenure
at Delaware County Community College in
Pennsyvania. He teaches world religions, Islam,
Buddhism, and Italian. He is currently working
on a world religions textbook.
Sean Esbjörn-Hargens (PCC ’05) is the
founding CEO of MetaIntegral. He is an expert
on integral theory and its application, playing
a significant role in creating the field of integral
theory. He is a leading “scholar-practitioner”
in integral studies and has published many
articles on applying the integral model to a wide
range of topics, including education, ecology,
sustainable development, the science and
rligion debate, and consciousness studies.

Sally Broder (PSY ’06) is a
licensed clinical psychologist
in San Francisco and Los Altos,
helping patients with addictive
and traumatic disorders. She is
a treating clinician for the NFL
and the NBA, serves as president of the training
firm Chiron Concepts, Inc., and conducts
equine-facilitated psychotherapy as an EAPD
(Equine Assisted Personal Development)
certified instructor. She is a contributing
member of The Coming Home Project, a
nonprofit offering services to military personnel
and their families, and has begun a free equine
therapy program for veterans.
www.drsallybroder.com
Sara Lederer (PSY ’07),
associate professor at Antioch
University in Los Angeles,
developed the trauma specialization for the psychology
department. She also teaches
at Argosy University, Loyola Marymount, and
Ryokan College in Los Angeles. In her private
practice with Plotkin and Associates, she
specializes in anxiety and mood disorders.
www.Drsaralederer.com

Jill Benioff (PSY ’07) is a
clinical psychologist who offers
Vedic astrology consultations to individuals, couples
and children. She also offers
astrocartography, targeting
geographic connections in a person’s astrological chart to highlight locations where they
can thrive. She studied Vedic astrology with
teachers in the U.S., Europe, and India.

by Lambert Academic Publishing: Choiceless
Awareness: Psychological Freedom in the
Philosophy of Krishnamurti.

the impact of stigma on the lives of sex workers
based on her dissertation, Exotic Dancers and
the Therapeutic Encounter.
www.drerinkuntze.com

Beja Alisheva (EXA ’09),
previously called Becki Tinsley,
is a queer-identified visual
artist, writer, yoga teacher,
and community organizer,
working as an intensive case
manager in the Tenderloin in San Francisco.
She blogs and leads dialogues with the White
Noise Collective, and organizes with HAVOQ
(Horizontal Alliance of Very Organized Queers).

Joanna Duong (BAC ’98, ACS
’00, HUM ‘09) has travelled
back to Cambodia many
times since arriving in San
Francisco in 1974. She operated
the popular San Francisco
restaurant Angkor Wat from 1979 to 2005, and
has recently published A Cambodian Cookbook,
a collection of traditional and modern recipes.

Oren Kroll-Zeldin (SCA ’10) received the
2012 Haas/Koshland Memorial Award from
the Jewish Community Federation for his work
focusing on Jewish-Palestinian alliance-building
movements. He will use the award to conduct
fieldwork in Jerusalem for his CIIS doctoral
dissertation. He teaches high school students at
Midrasha in Berkeley.

Erin Kuntze (PSY ’10) recently
opened a psychotherapy
office in Los Angeles. She also
conducts an interpersonal
psychotherapy group. She
regularly gives presentations on

Monika Broecker (SOM ’11)
has published the first American
edition of her book with system
thinking and cybernetics
pioneer Heinz Von Foerster
entitled Part of the World:
Fractals of Ethics—A Drama in Three Acts, a
biographical account of Heinz von Foerster.
The book reflects on the significance of von
Foerster’s life against the background of world
and scientific history. center4personalgrowth.
com or www.lulu.com/spotlight/soundofspirit
Neil Schierholz (PSY ’11)
provides character analytic
orgone therapy in private
practice in San Francisco. In
addition, he offers intense
process groups for intact work
teams (executive/senior management teams,
boards of directors, etc.), as well as individual
leadership therapy and personality conflict
management in organizations. He plans to
expand his practice to Southern California later
this year.

Alvin Bernstine (CMH ’12) partnered with CIIS
faculty member Denise Boston to offer “Rites of
Passage” at his church in Richmond, California,
where members of the congregation provide
mentoring and financial support. The program
is community-based, intergenerational, and a
great model of how groups can work together to
support youth.
—Richard Buggs

Darcy Lyon (EXA ’08) has
a private practice in San
Francisco where she integrates
Eastern and Western psychological principles. She also
teaches at Yoga Tree. She has
been hired by Federal Emergency Management
Agency to create a puppet show for traumatized children, developed a yoga program
for an eating disorder clinic, and developed
a six-month intensive that blends yoga and
psychology. Her book of poetry, The Wisdom
of Desire, was published. She has taught
workshops on the role of the libidinal stream at
Green Gulch Zen Center; and at retreat centers
in Maui, Mexico, and Amsterdam.

Amir Sabzevary (ACS ’08) is a professor of
philosophy and the humanities at Laney College
in Oakland. His dissertation was published

Alumni University

presents
Vedic Astrology
A lecture and workshop
with Jill Benioff (CLN ’07)

Vedic astrology allows us to gain
insights into our unique nature and
patterns. Join Jill Benioff to learn how
this ancient science maps your
propensities, attributes, and challenges.

Lecture
November 30, 2012
6:30PM–9:00PM
CIIS Main Building
1453 Mission Street, room 306
San Francisco CA 94103
$15 donation benefits the Alumni
Scholarship Fund
Workshop
Saturday, December 1, 2012,
11:00AM–4:00PM
CIIS Main Building, room 212
Fee: $65
RSVP online at:
http://alumni.ciis.edu/events
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1453 Mission Street
San Francisco CA 94103
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Fall 2012

Reunion
Alumni

Commencement

2012

Brooklyn, NYC
june 29, 2012

An alumni networking event and art show was held in
Brooklyn, New York, on June 29, 2012. Devotion Gallery
owner Brian Jackson (EWP ’99) hosted the event with
original art by Kesha Young (SCA ’01) on display.

Honorary doctorate recipients Angela Alioto and Lee G. Bolman

O

n Sunday, May 20, 2012,
CIIS conferred degrees on
graduates who finished their
program in the past year. The degrees
granted included BA, MA, MFA, PhD,
and PsyD.
CIIS also awarded honorary
doctorates to Angela Alioto, former
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president of the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors and longtime social
justice advocate; and Lee G. Bolman.
holder of the Marion H. Bloch/
Missouri Chair in Leadership at the
Bloch School of Management at the
University of Missouri—Kansas City,
and coauthor of Leading with Soul.

